
WEIGHTED COMPETITIVE STRENGTH ANALYSIS DELTA AIRLINES

Porter Five Force Analysis Delta Airline falls into three major industries which are; High High High Medium High CPEST
Competition - Domestic IFE Matrix for Delta Strengths Weight Rating Weighted Score Expansion of super hub in.

The demand of the highly profitable products is seasonal in nature and any unlikely event during the peak
season may impact the profitability of the company in short to medium term. Power Customer Satisfaction
Survey ranked Delta second overall of the network carriers in overall customer service. The culture of Delta
Air Lines Inc. It also faces cash flow problems. It offered its first transcontinental flight in  Delta Air Lines
can take advantage by manufacturing products that are beneficial to customer's health. In May , it became
Malaysia-Singapore Airlines. SkyTeam was launched in , which included Korean Air Lines. This is one of the
major limitations of SWOT analysis. Dyson, R. Airports such as Northwest and Delta airlines are now finding
that the self-service kiosk is a valuable tool in the reduction of queues. Huff Daland Dusters was founded as
the world's first aerial crop dusting organization. Each factors weight is multiplied by its rating to determine a
weighted score. Delta is an active partner in supporting community organizations, museums and exhibits that
enlighten and inspire people to better themselves and better their world. Constant technological developments
require the workforce to be trained accordingly as the inability to keep up with these changes can lead to loss
of business for Delta Air Lines. The name lufthansa came from the two dutch companies which has been
merged together and formed a name in  E-commerce: There has been a new trend and a growth in sales of the
e-commerce industry. This has reduced the costs of transportation, which is beneficial for Delta Air Lines as it
will lower its overall costs. These measures negatively affected employee morale and the companys reputation
began to suffer in customer service. One expense over which airlines have little control is the price of oil.
Delta plans to add more than kiosks and enhance functionality to include international check-in and fee
collection. Every company has its strengths, weaknesses Threats This section describes threats Delta is
currently facing: 1 environmental findings regarding high-level carbon emissions could reveal more
environmental damage than previously determined Delta, ; 2 according to U. High employee turnover rates:
Delta Air Lines has a higher employee turnover rate compared to competitors. The assessment done through a
SWOT analysis is a static one and does not take into consideration the changes that take place in the
competitive environment.


